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I lA GUARDIA STUDENTS TAKEOVER 
MAIN BUILDING 
(Story by Elena Pearson p3) 
, '. ' . . 
A Letter from Desert Storm 
Marie Morelli is a staff member of tbe Personnel Department, 
nd ber 8 year old grandson received a letter from a soldier 
uring the Middle East conflict.) 
16 January 1991 
arDavid, 
How is it going? My name is Charlie Vacharasin. I was born in 
ailand, and then later left Thailand to go to Gennany. After 
ennany, I settled down in Columbia, South Carolina. I consider 
outh Carolina my home ~ause I fmished high school there. 
so, my mom and brother are still living there. I am an Army 
ergeant/E-5 with the 82nd Airborne Division out of Fort Bragg, 
orth Carolina. My job is in Parachute Infantry, Anti-tank. My 
. mission is to destroy tanks and personnel. I have been in the 
y for 6 years. I'm single, fun, and wild. My favorite sports are 
cer, football, and kick boxing. Musically, I like to listen to 
untty, modem rock~ pop, and beach music. I enjoy traveling and 
sed to travel a lot. Somehow, I ended up in this sand dune (so I 
ess I should say I hate traveling). 
Am I nervous about war? Well, in a way I am, but most of the 
I'm not. I guess I am not that nervous yet, because bullets are 
ot flying over my head right now. During the invasion of Panama, 
lived through three ambushes. It wasn't being nervous or scared, 
t was staying alive that was the key (swvival). I didn't get nervous 
r scared at ~ but after we made it through it all and looked back 
t what I did, I got scared. The thought of being killed does make 
ou a little nervous. It will go away after a while. I love watching 
ovies. I fmd it very enjoyable during my time off. 
Well David, I got to end this letter ok? It is now 2300 hours, and 
ey are fixing to tum off the lights. So hey, thank you for caring. 
n't worry, we'll do our best. I got to go now. You be a good 
y, and study hard kiddo! Your Pal, Charlie 
A Student Against the Takeover 
To Whom it may concern: 
pril17,1991 
As a student of LaGuardia Community College, I felt a need to 
. espond to the events of the past week. 
I am in full support of what you are fighting for, but let me say 
at I almo t completely disagree with the tactics being used. This 
oming, in the only class I was able to attend today, students 
. allied at the door of the classroom (SB48), broke the lock on the 
oor and totally disrupted the last 15 minutes of class. This was 
ter a young woman came in at the beginning of class to tty to 
y our support. I support what you are fighting for, but I will 
ave nothing to do with ANY group that tries to force it's own 
litics down my throat. 
I am outraged at the things I have seen and heard in the past few 
ys. \ Yesterday, I was sitting outside during my free period when 
e rally started. As students filled the streets, a car came along; the 
tudents in the street swrounded the car and started taunting the 
pie inside. These were innocent people going along. There was 
o reason to try to intimidate or frighten them. If the students are 
. ot more controlled, where is it going to stop? When someone gets 
un or starts a fight? 
As young adults, we are not taken seriously, and that is a sad 
tho When we resort to militant, potentially violent tactics, we 
come self-defeating. I was speaking to a fellow student on the 
ain today who said that he had been THREATENED by a rallying 
tudent when he chose not to leave his class to join the rally. I 
yself have heard rallying students accuse others of being ass holes 
or not joining them. What right do those protesting have to inter-
ere with mine or anyone else's education? Is that not the kind of 
. g you are fighting against? 
I appreciate your time and would welcome a response to this 
etter. 
Sincerely, 
Michelle Smith 
To Michelle Smith: 
The students that protested against the tuition increase and 
budget cuts were very angry. They wanted students to join the 
protest, and some of the protesters were aggressive. The organizers 
of the protest indicated to the faculty that they did not have com-
plete control over every individual in the demonstration. I also 
believe it is wrong to violently fOICe or intimidate anyone to do 
anything they do not wish to do. Students that did not want to 
participate were given the option of not joining, and some classes 
were continuing if students wished to go. 
Editor-in-Chief, 
Jonathan Lee 
About "Geor e & Saddam" 
Dear Editor: 
As a serviceman in the U.S. military and as an American citizen. 
I was a bit upset when I read "George & Saddam," a letter to the 
editor. That is why I took the time out of my busy schedule to 
enlighten the writer of that letter (Umoja Kwanguvu). 
It seems to me that Mr. U., as I will refer to ~ has no real 
insight as to what freedom is. Mr. U. does not realize that freedom, 
no matter what the price is a precious commodity, that he, right 
now, is taking for granted. He's portraying our commander-in-
chief as a wannonger, as a man who will stop at nothing to see 
Saddam down on the ground begging for mercy, and that is not 
true. 
President Bush wants peace! President Bush is determined that 
there be peace in the worl~ especially in the Middle East. A 
peaceful hannony so that Sheites and Muslims alike, can live side 
by side in peace for many generations to come. 
Saddam, as president of his country, has been and is a shameless 
and ruthless man. A national leader, as I see it, should lead his 
people towards peace and the betterment of his country. Saddam 
has only taken his people into war after war. A leader like Saddam 
is not interested in what his people go through, all he is interested 
- - -
in is the power he possesses' . 
Mr. U. seems to forget that he is in Americ~ where he can freel 
speak and express what's on his mind. If Mr. U. were in his coun-
tty, he would not be able to do that unless, what he would say was 
in favor of his president. That is one of the advantages of being a 
free American (freedom of speech). 
Our freedoms are ours, and if your not willing to support those 
men who struggle, fight, and die to obtain those freedoms, you 
should not use them. 
I hope I have enlightened Mr. U. with these few lines, and that 
he thinks before he puts our president down. Freedom is priceless 
and its well worth the effort to maintain it. 
Specialist/4 Natal, Manuel 
United States Army Reserve 
00 LaGuardia's GaylLesbiao Associatio 
By Sharon Garcia 
Prior to my reading the article "Gay and Lesbian Faculty Asso-
ciation Created at LaGuardia" by Elena Pearson, a small group of 
my fellow students and I were discussing homosexuality in the 
cafeteria. The majority of them felt uncomfortable about gays and 
lesbians. I was annoyed at their responses and ways of viewing 
homosexuals. Some males and females are intimidated by their 
presence for the fear of being "hit on". The remark I distinctly 
recall is, "They're okay if they would act normal and not flaunt it." 
This person was referring to a neighbor who dressed with vibrant 
colors. 
F1I'St of all "homosexuals are okay if they act normal" .... "nor-
mal" according to whose standards? And as far as homosexuals 
flaunting themselves ... well don't we, as heterosexuals, flaunt our 
See Gay/Lesbian pll 
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HOW DID IT COME TO THIS? 
by Elena Pearson 
On April 16, at approxi-
mately 6 A.M., a group of 
LaGuardia students joined their 
fellow CUNY students across 
the city and seized the main 
building to protest Governor 
Mario Cuomo's proposed 
tuition increases, budget cuts, 
and faculty/staff layoffs. 
These students are now in the 
process of suspension hearings. 
There are allegations from the 
students that they have not been 
given due process in terms of 
their suspensions. The students 
involved are asking for amnesty 
one of their original demands 
from the beginning of the 
takeover. It has been said that 
college is a learning institution, 
a place to grow. How did it 
come to this? 
In the days before the take-
over, unrest had been in the air. 
Protesters filled the halls and 
their chants of "Students United 
Will Never Be Defeated" drifte 
into classrooms, sometimes 
even disrupting classes. During 
the many fire drills that oc-
curred within a two day period, 
new chants filled the air, chants 
of "We're fired up, can't take n 
mo'!" and groups of students 
filled Thompson Avenue, 
causing crowd control police to 
step in. 
Elvis Bramble, President of 
Student Government, said 
"They [the students] tried other 
things, such as a letter writing 
campaign, lobbying, rallying, 
phone lobbying by calling the 
governor and legislators .... but 
those didn't work. They were 
desperate and they did what 
they know how to do best, 
which is take over the building.' 
The feeling inside the build-
ing during the takeover was one 
of desperate comraderie, the 
type of comraderie that is built 
between soldiers in times of w 
and battle. The atmosphere 
inside was definitely that of a 
war zone or a foxhole. All 
communication between the 
students' leaders and various 
"soldiers" was done on walkie-
talkies with code names. No 
one entered the building withou 
passing through a heavily 
guarded door and leaving their 
student ID there. 
Security maintained a presence in front of occupied building 
(photo Videla) _._ 
"OUR WHOLE POSTURE HAS BEEN 
TO USE AS MUCH RESTRAINT AS 
POSSIBLE ... " 
PRESIDENT RAYMOND BOWEN 
During the days of student 
occupation, the main building 
didn't even seem like it was part 
of LaGuardia anymore. News-
papers covered the glass doors 
and windows, keeping out the 
sun and blocking all views of 
the inside of the college. Chairs 
were dragged from allover the 
school to be piled up in front of 
the doors as barricades. The 
overwhelming sound of quiet 
hung in the air like something 
almost tangible. Doors stood 
open on empty classrooms that 
echoed every footstep down the 
hall, every creak of the building. 
"We're serious," said Louis 
"Nap" Napolitano, one of the 
student leaders and a spokesman 
for the group, on the first day of 
the takeover. "Our demands are 
simple. We want amnesty for 
all CUNY protesters, we want 
no police force used, no tuition 
increases, no budget cuts and we 
would like to see CUNY go 
back to it's pre-1976 tuition, the 
tuition Mario Cuomo paid, 
which was nothing." 
Mr. Napolitano, and students 
(who wanted to ramain anony-
mous) inside the building, 
expressed fear over the use of 
police force. According to Mr. 
Napolitano, the general feeling 
was that President Bowen would 
not hesitate to call the police on 
them. He feels that the police 
presence on the campus during a 
rally days before contributed to 
provoking the takeover. 
"Our whole posture has been 
to use as much restraint as 
possible," President Raymond 
Bowen said in answer to 
charges that he was responsible 
for the police presence. " .... I 
have not asked the police to go 
into the building and remove 
students. " 
Throughout the protest, it 
seemed that although some 
faculty and staff might not have 
agreed with the actual takeover, 
most, even President Bowen, 
agreed with the idea behind the 
protest. 
"I do support the protest," 
Bowen said. "However I am 
vehemently against a small 
group of students preventing the 
education of a large number of 
students." 
In an open letter to CUNY, 
Board of Trustees Chairman 
James P. Murphy and Chancel-
lor W. Ann Reynolds said, "We 
have sought not to eliminate the 
protests, but to conduct them at 
a mutually acceptable location, 
where they might continue 
while permitting educational 
access to be maintained." 
On the first day of the 
takeover, the faculty and staff of 
LaGuardia collected $217 to 
give to the students inside for 
food. At a faculty/staff meeting, 
it was agreed that the majority 
of the teachers supported am-
nesty for the students involved, 
no police force being used and 
no delay in financial aid checks, 
which had been an important 
issue to the students not in 
support of the takeover. 
TAP (Tuition Assistance 
Program) grants, SEOG (State 
Educational Opportunity 
Grants) and SEEK (Search for 
Elevation, Education and 
Knowledge) grants had been in 
jeopardy if the spring semester 
needed to be canceled because 
of lost classes. 
Now that the protest and 
takeover are but a memory, the 
big question on everyone's min 
is, what's next? What are the 
consequencts of the students 
actions? What was accom-
plished? 
Ramona Hernandez, a 
Professor of Sociology at 
LaGuardia and a staunch sup-
porter of the students that were 
inside the building, expressed a 
very optimistic view about the 
aftermath of the takeover. 
Because of the impact of 
the student protest, she said,"I 
think it [the tuition] will be 
increased, but not as much as 
they wanted to originally." 
Elvis Bramble said, "I think 
SEE TAKEOVER PIS 
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Conference on Higher Education is a Hit! 
Keynote speaker Johnetta Cole (photo Videla) 
by Jonathan Lee 
The 1991 National Confer-
nce on Higher Education 
ponsored by the American 
ssociation for Higher 
ducation(AAHE) was held in 
ashington D.C. The topic of 
iscussion at this conference 
as how to end the problems 
ow facing diversity (sexism, 
acism, homophobia, etc.) on 
ollege campuses throughout 
he United States. Students, 
aculty, and administrators of 
arious colleges and universities 
. ed to achieve this task through 
our days (March 24-27, 1991) 
f informal collaborative and 
oup discussions, presenta-
ions, and lectures. 
Sarita E. Brown, assistant 
ean of Graduate Studies at the 
niversity of Texas at Austin, 
ddressed the Undergraduate 
tudent Caucus forum ("Stu-
ents Rethink Academic Val-
es") and gave her opinions on 
hy there is growing friction 
racial groups on university 
campuses. 
Dean Brown said, "Because 
of the economic situation of the 
United States, resources have 
begun to dwindle. This has 
caused students to fight [com-
pete] against each other in order 
to obtain scholarships and 
financial aid." 
She added that "fraternities 
and sororities have clashes of 
ideas and tension is created 
between groups. Ritualized 
behavior in fraternities, such as 
beatings, spreads from individu-
als to other fraternities or sorori-
ties and grows beyond the 
higher education environment." 
Dr. Brown concluded her 
lecture by commenting that 
educational institutions should 
create programs to help students 
interact with each other. 
After Sarita Brown's lecture, 
members of the Undergraduate 
Student Caucus offered some 
possible solutions to end segre-
gation and other problems on 
university campuses. 
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UmversIty stu ent, saId, At my 
college, we discuss cultural 
awareness in students' dorms 
and create discussion groups 
within their rooms. We have 
them (Brown students) partici-
pate." 
Kirk Swinehart of Miami 
University of Ohio believed that 
we should "create cultural 
awareness programs in aca-
demic classrooms, settings, and 
courses." 
Later that evening, Johnetta 
Cole, President of Spelman 
College in Atlanta, Georgia, 
gave the conference keynote 
address, "Achieving the Prom-
ise in Diversity". 
Johnetta Cole used "snatches" 
of her own life and work as an 
educator to illustrate how racism 
and sexism in the academy 
survives. 
Johnetta Cole grew up in 
Jacksonville, Florida, during the 
1940's. She was one of three 
children of an upper middle 
class black family, and she said, 
"no amount of money could 
protect us from the piercing pain 
of racism. " 
"I think a tribute should be 
made to black American parents 
as well as all the parents of 
children of color on this earth 
because for hundreds of years 
they have honored the responsi-
bility to explain racism to their 
children and to communicate the 
necessity to struggle against it," 
Johnetta Cole explained. 
She projected a deep belief 
in the power of education for 
minorities as a means of indi-
vidual mobility, and as a key for 
the advancement of African 
American people while she was 
growing up; and she said, "After 
the events I have been through 
as a youngster, I have come to 
respect and love the process of 
education, and I have devoted 
my life to teaching it to others." 
"I vividly remember being 
outraged in the colored schools 
of Florida," she added, " be-
cause African American stu-
dents received the 'hand me 
down' books that Caucasian 
students no longer needed when 
they received the new ones." 
Johnetta Cole believes the 
schools African American 
youngsters attend today do not 
have the strength of the segre-
gated schools of the past, nor 
the full advantages of fully 
integrated public schools. 
"In the colored schools," she 
announced, "teachers believed 
more often in the student's 
ability to learn. But often, in the 
i*egrated schools, minority 
st~dents were quickly called 
ineducable, and were left fully 
underdeveloped. " 
! Cole told the audience in the 
ballroom that the role of aca-
demics is to help exorcise all 
forms of racism, sexism, anti-
semetism, and assaults on 
women's rights from the reali-
ties of every day life. 
"Everyone must believe that 
we can eliminate every fear and 
persecution of difference," she 
said, "and bigotry is learned 
behavior, it is not genetic, and it 
must be unlearned. Or, better 
yet, imagine if we just stopped 
teaching it." 
Dr. Cole charged the audi-
ence to simply act by insisting 
that women and people of color 
are hired and retained in the 
undergraduate, graduate, and 
professional schools where they 
work. 
After the keynote address 
Johnetta Cole received an • 
achievement award from the 
AAHE Black Caucus. The 
award stated, "We are for 
difference, for respecting differ-
ence, for allowing di fference, 
until difference doesn ' t make 
anymore difference - by 
Johnetta Cole." Afterwards, a 
reception was given for Johnetta 
Cole, and everyone was invited 
to attend. 
LaGuardia Community 
College presented "Case Studies 
of Intercultural Communica-
tion" - four case studies of 
composite hypothetical situa-
tions of students who come 
from China, Ghana, Greece, and 
Mexico. The room was divided 
into four groups, and the partici-
pants were encouraged to 
develop solutions to help these 
students adjust and cope with 
the learning styles of 
LaGuardia, which were differen 
from the learning styles these 
students brought to the class-
room from their native coun-
tries. 
Frederick Low of 
LaGuardia's library said, "We 
should explore the cultural and 
educational assumptions of 
students and come up with some 
ideas and insights on how 
teachers can improve the com-
munication process. For in-
stance, in over 20 years of 
teaching at the City University 
of New York, I have observed 
many male and female Greek 
students. I have talked with 
See AAHE pH 
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Student Govt' President Speaks Out 
Ivis Bramble 
The emphasis on AIDS, rac;sm, sexism and homophobia needs 
o be heightened in the comin¥ years in LaGuardi~;;· • 
We as students can~tafforp to settle for beingj~st"a;verage;we 
ust learn to be the best that we can. We have to!uati to dreatll. 
gress has been made. We are pushing harder to itnprove the 
uality of education for our children, who live in a sQ(;iety increas-
ngly based on science and technology. 
We need to make our views count at the ballot. This is the key 
o changing power relations, influencing decisions on policy mak-
ng and ensuring political representation. 
I see the possibilities of a bright future generated by vigorous 
ommitment to quality education. Drug abuse and crime are 
earing apart the inner fabric of our communities. Instead of break-
ng records for school attendance and national mathematics, science 
ores, we are setting new records for crack and cocaine abuse, 
hool dropouts and murder.: 
We, as students, must make America live up to its full promise of 
ual justice and opportunity for all. We must secure and ensure 
hat our new generation gets a flrst rate education at an affordable 
nce. , 
As students we hold in o).lr hands the power to shape the future 
f rights in our school. Rig~ts guaranteed by the Constitution. 
acism is once again alive and well on our college campuses. 
iscrimination, based on sexual orientation is on the rise. In this 
ear, I saw in my minds eye a rainbow in which Africans, African 
mericans, West Indians, Asians and Hispanics played leadership 
oles. . 
As the school looks to the future, let us continue to make this 
chool and the world a place where freedom and democracy reign. 
et us move into our community and work to give our children the 
ools to compete with the rest of the world; an America where kids 
an compete with words and ideas instead of with empty status 
ymbols and loaded guns. 
I am proud as a foreigner to acknowledge that America is the 
eatest country on the face of this earth. I have risen from the 
sland of Montserrat to become one of the youngest President of 
tudent Government. 
It was a fascinating experience, a year when students provided 
nity and teachers inspired us. It was a year of energy and joy, but 
uring it all my G.P.A. remained 3.5/4.0. In the future, we must 
ncrease our emphasis on voter registration and education. 
If those at the top are going to prostitute students for money and 
ast them aside to be left decimated and stripped of dignity, then 
ow will the system ever change? Although similarly imbued 
niversity officials do exist, some of their colleagues are dedicated 
o learning, driven towards excellence, and committed to the ideals 
,d values of education and of educating people. It is their spirit 
d determination that has protected and advanced our higher 
ucational system. 
During my year in student government I was able to transform 
y talents into results. I do hope that at times the people could put 
side their personality conflicts and egotistical struggles and realize 
hat leaders strive for unity; they are committed to social change 
d political empowerment. 
In Student Government, I viewed my position as a guidance 
ole. I was able to analyze the situation and initiate the required 
ction. The challenges of the 1990's demand a greater vision, a 
tronger sense of social justice. The problems that exist demand 
ew ideas, new knowledge and a new generation of leadership and 
his is where we, as students, fit into the puzzle. 
The city needs expansion of child care, disabled student pro-
ams, tutoring services. The city needs more bilingual teachers. 
s the Student Government President, I adhered to the collective 
eadership thoughts of the organization. 
I believe in loyalty and accountability. The integrity of any 
eader can be measured in the leader's ability to stand strong on 
rinciples. I study the past, evaluate the future, and act in the 
resent and have a vision and a program to the future. Like 
andhi, I have authority, not power" people listen to me because 
they belIeve 10 me. 
We have traveled far and to all our supporters, it was a marvel-
ous achievement. 
But, we must continue to work courageously and pray faithfully 
with a spirit of sacrifice for we can achieve further. Students, 
remember, the key word is,.education-;;tbat's knowl~ge. Educa-
tion with maximum effort. Without it, we cannot bein charge of 
ourselves or anyone else. Our future shall be determined by how 
well we under&tand our past and how well we plan our future. 
The future calls for our commitment. Let us all answer that call 
and we will walk into the future with unity. 
Thank you all for being the wind beneath our wings. Thank god, 
we will keep on soaring higher. 
Johnathan Lee's "30" 
u ryan rrasann, e preVIOUS Itor-ill-c Ie 0 ten ge, 
was right on target when he wrote in his 30 column that while 
working on the Bridge was exciting, it was also extremely frustrat-
ing. But, my situation seemed worse. 
I was elected Editor-in-Chief of the Bridge in the Fall of 1990 
from the votes of my editors, and the reporters of the fall 1990 issu 
of the Bridge. One excellent writer who also wanted to be Editor-
in-Chief never showed up for the election. And he never returned 
to the Bridge, and was welcomed to do so. 
Subryan said, "I learned that since LaGuardia was on a quarter 
system and not the traditional two semester, it would be difflcult to 
really recruit and build a strong team of reporters. It seemed as if 
everyone was either working part-time, or fulfllling an internship. 
But, I think there are more reasons why students here lack a desire 
to do anything beside attend classes." 
I noticed that many students here do not have a lot of time on 
their hands. But, then again, it looks as if some do. There are 
students that hang around the college for what seems for hours(not 
in classes) standing or sitting in front of the main building or in the 
cafeteria. 
The Bridge members this year were very friendly with each 
other and we did not have "formal" meetings. If anyone needed 
help at the Wednesday meeting, it was made available to them. 
This should have attracted people, and not scare them away. 
I have also noticed and met people in this college that have had 
journalism experience, and have written for the Bridge before I 
became Editor-in-Chief. Why they did not help, I don't have a 
clue. 
Some people have asked to write for the Bridge, but would 
never come to meetings. When they did, it was too late to write fo 
the newspaper because the deadline carne. 
Another excellent writer was given a story to do for this issue, 
but she never came to meetings, called me, or handed in the story. 
During my stay as Editor-in-Chief, I juggled internships, classes 
the Bridge, and my personal life. I believe if students have a stron 
desire or interest in LaGuardia and what happens here, they could 
devote time to the Bridge. 
Many people in LaGuardia are very critical. An English profes-
sor told me that someone or some people in this department actu-
ally counts the mistakes in the Bridge. Also, a student knocked ou 
logo on the newspaper, and said that the lines on the newspaper w 
not even. 
. However, after an evaluation of the Bridge newspaper at the 
Columbia University'S national student media conference, our log 
received excellent remarks. And the critic of the Bridge gave us a 
commendation for our devotion to this newspaper! 
The Bridge staff have many affairs to take care of, which I have 
indicated my own previously. The other editorial board members 
were just like me or worse. Elena Pearson, has a job, college work 
a child, and a personal life she has had to juggle. 
When people talk of grammatical errors, (which I don't think 
were that bad), for example, I get angry. Why don't they write for 
the Bridge? Why don't they devote time to helping out? I am ve 
tired, as well as the other Bridge members. How Peter deals with 
his situation on the Bridge, I don't know. 
See Lee pH 
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Mock trial durin Pror. Wertheimer 's Bu iDess Law cltiS 
King-Wallenberg Law 
Society at LaGuardia 
hotoVldeJa) ( a rich history) 
h King-Wallenberg Law 
iety wa founded in the Fall 
74 Quart r by Pr 6 s r 
avi W nheimer. It was 
riginally called The on urn r 
aw Club d per [ d the 
on urn r 1 tanc Bureau t 
e coIl ge. It wa created with 
h per rion of the New 
ork S t t Anorne General. 
fi e. The flI t u t p aker 
t th p ning cer monie f the 
. -lu w Lewi 1. L fk witz 
ho w then th Attorney 
eneral. Th lub became in a 
n e, branch of the Attorney 
neral ' of IC • Stud nt were 
en trained by the taff of the 
ttomey G n ral and wer 
upplied with 'Con urner 
ornplaint Forms' and literature 
levant to the right of c n urn-
r . Over the years, many 
pIe have been helped by the 
tuden with variou problems 
Iudin complaint against 
n , ew York Telephone, 
tailers, manufa turer and n w 
u ed car dealer hips. Con-
umers who purchase new and 
sed ars in New York are now 
rotected by a highly effective 
'Lem n Law". 
Several years ago, the students 
ided t name the club in honor 
the late Dr. Martin Luther King, 
r. and Ra I Wallenberg. We all 
f Dr. ng 
of the many dangers that faced Dr. 
King, he wa relentless in his fight 
for th basic civil right of v ry 
man, woman and child in America 
and throughout the world. Dr. 
King built ridge of unde t 
ing and 1 m n r n ofa 
ethni , racial and reltgi u group 
a c ntuating tb comm nality f 
all humankin . The memory f 
Dr. 'ng will always be r"'vered 
by everyone who care about hu-
man right and ju tic . 
Ra u1 Wallenberg. a 2 year 
old Swedi h itizen, was asked by 
American repre entativ and th 
Swedi h government t tr vel l 
Budape t, Hungary in 1944 for 
th purpos of s ving Hung rian 
Jew from the xt rmination 
c mp of the azi. Th Swedi h 
government 1 a ed him with 
diplomatic statu and m rican 
provided funds. Wallenberg hid 
Jew in hu es from which he 
hung Swe i h flag. He and hi 
mall taff printed thou and 0 
Swedish pas pons which he dis-
tributed to the Jew with the hope 
this would protect them from be-
ing herded on to the "cattle cars" 
headed for the extermination 
camps. He spoke German fluently 
and actually ordered Nazi soldiers 
to release Jewish men, women 
and children from the trains. 
Wallenberg put hi life in jeopardy 
every day to ve hum n beings 
from the a chambers. It is re-
mayh ve 
v d up t 1, Je i~h liv s. 
ee Law p12 
Chancellor Reynolds Faces 
Tough Question from tndents 
By Jon than Lee 
Chane Hor . An n 
Reynold of the City Uni r ity 
of ew rk came t 
LaGuardia Community College 
to speak ' th f, cultyand tu-
dents. The Chancellor ad-
dr sed the budget Cut and why 
he believe it w nec ary t 
increase he tuition 1 t fall. 
Ace rding to Chan lIor 
Reynold ,the ew ork City 
Council arne up with a budget 
recommendation that would 
everely cut the City University 
budget. In fact, he claimed 
that the Mayor and the New 
York City Council are arguing 
with each other over the cutS 
while CUNY waits for an 
answer. 
On the state level, the 
governor budget is more 
serious. According to Reynolds, 
this budget call or a eries of 
cuts, "and recommends a $500 
tuition increa , ut in tuition 
assistance, the TAP progranl. 
nd a cut in the ba e aid to th 
ommunity e liege· ... 
The first tudent to re pond 
after R ynolds spo e w d 
ayer, fonner Vice Pre ident of 
tudent Gov rnment f 
LaGuardia turned acri 1 t, nd 
advi r for tudent G v rn-
m nr. 
He w lcomed her to 
LaGuardia and aid. 'I am 
di appoimed with the rganizer. 
f thi on~ rene for n t letting 
as m ny . tudent in ather 
. howd . He ex pI . ned that 
" th (\ pr mati e of the tu-
dent Governm nt ew paper 
wa not !lowed int the meet-
ing which i a iolation of th 
1 1. mendment." 
( t: Anthon Archer, 
newly hired Editor of the Stu-
dent Government New paper, 
was not allowed into the confer-
ence . 
According to Adam Mayer . 
liThe admini cration of this 
college did not want a large 
number of students to disrupc 
the meeting wich the Chancel-
lor; as a resulc they tried to 
hide the truth of how the whole 
college population felt about the 
tuition increase and budget 
cuts." 
Yet Associate Dean of 
Student Services, Carol Jackson 
larer explained thar she was 
authorized by LaGuardia's 
President Raymond Bowen to 
create a list of slltdents to 
represent LaGuardia's snuJent 
body. Sh said char srudents 
for che Rey ld' conference 
"were acquired f rom the ri-
ous scudent club. and 0 ganiza-
tio, ,. and Anthon ' Archer i no 
Ion er a cudent of this col· 
I ge." ) 
Adam Mayer then a ed 
eynold twO que ti n : 
1. Why did you lie (0 
ee Revn Ids 12 
GET INVOLVED 
IN 
STUDENT GOVT' 
An Opinion: 
T eruko Klein-
Student Government elections 
'ill be htld from June 3 - June 
. Student Government was 
stablished IU represent YOU, 
he student. They are your voice 
nd the adv(l{;ates for the main-
enance of academic freedom. 
s a student, it is your right and 
esponsibility to vote. 
Thuugh yC1ur vote is a student 
. ght, we must all remember that 
t is also a privi lege to be able to 
lect those people who will 
epresent us, the student body. 
y not getting involved, we as 
tudents are essentially saying 
hat we do not really care about 
ho represents us, our rights, 
d academic freedom. 
Responsibilities of Student 
overnment include: monitor-
ng student activities fees, 
ppointing students to the 
ollege committees and to the 
ollege governance structure, 
nd acting as the student body 
oice in policy making deci-
Ions. 
If you (10 not think: that 
tud-.:ut gc'",-rnment effects you, 
~hink agaJr' We have all just 
xperienced the imponant role 
tudent (j(\vemment plays in 
he LaCjuardia community, as 
een in the recent student take-
ver. \Ve should all be con-
erned with who makes these 
inels of choices and that these 
hoices do in fact represent the 
rudent body. 
. There \vil! inevitably be 
Ontroversy surrounding such 
ssues as thI S one. Yet whatever 
our position, if you do not 
ote, or voi ce your concerns to 
rudent (jovemment, you have 
iven up your right to partici-
ate in making decisions like 
his one that effect us all. 
Once again, Student Govern-
em represents us, they are our 
oice. They are here to help us, 
ut cannot if we don't get 
nvolved. 
This begins with a vote. In 
he 1990 student government 
lections only 375 students out 
f roughly 9000 full -time 
tudents voted. If we cannot 
nite as students in taking 
esponsibility for what happens 
n our college, there is little 
ope for our country. 
BRIDGE 
CORRECTIONS 
A correction: 
In last winter's issue of The 
Bridge, a number of quotes were 
accidentally omitted in the 
article entitled: "A War Sur-
vey". The intent of these quotes 
were to reflect the diversity of 
student opinion towards the 
Gulf War. Therefore these 
quotes are being included now 
as the writer feels that the 
incomplete article might have 
been misinterpreted. As was 
suggested in "A War Survey", 
these quotes are by no means 
meant to represent the entire 
LaGuardia Community. 
"We are fighting to keep the 
defense budget going and to 
continue to destroy the eco-
nomic and political structure of 
our society ..... we wouldn't be in 
any trouble if we had kept our 
status as an isolationist 
nation ..... "Adam Mayer. 
James Walsh stated, "We 
should not fight for greedy oil 
companies or George Bush's 
ego!" 
Lori Campbell said, "The war 
is about political power. I am 
sorry to say that African Ameri-
can men suffer the most in this 
country and then they are the 
ones to fight for a country who 
treats them unjust." 
"If the US is at war because of 
Kuwait, let them fight inKuwait 
instead of bombing civilians in 
Baghdad," anonymous. 
"Yes, we should be at war. 
An open market for oil, human 
dignity for Kuwaitis, and the 
prevention of further and greater 
aggression by Saddam forces 
our hand," anonymous . 
"If we are really fighting for 
human rights as Bush says, then 
why aren't we doing the same 
for the suppressed in our own 
country? And what about South 
Africa, Cyprus, and the Israeli 
Palistenian conflict etc,?" 
anonymous. 
The Bridge also apologizes 
for mispelling Adam Mayer's 
name. 
JOIN!!!! 
THE BRIDGE 
IN FALL 91 
MEETINGS ARE 
EVERY 
WED. IN S154 
FROl"1 
1:30 TO 3:30 
. ' , ' ,' 
AIDS Awareness Week 
by Elena Pearson 
"Rubber up for safety." 
That's the slogan that Student 
Government had written across 
shockingly neon T-shirts to 
promote the days between May 
19 to May 24 as AIDS 
AWARENESS WEEK. 
The program was dedicated 
to Dr. Robert J. O'Pray, the co-
founder the AIDS Education 
Committe at LaGuardia, who 
passed away April 13,1991. 
According to Elvis Bramble, 
President of Student Govern-
ment, the decision to have an 
AIDS Awareness Week 
stemmed from his own fears and 
misconceptions about the 
disease when he first came to 
New York City. AIDS was just 
a word to him in his native 
Caribbean, not the national 
epidemic he found in America. 
He said that he heard a lot of 
myths and half-truths about the 
disease and how it could be 
spread. 
"I was scared of AIDS," he 
said. "I got very panicky on the 
~ain, sitting next to people and 
thinking, does this person have 
AIDS?" 
Mr. Bramble explained that 
he eventually got the impres-
sion, from more myths, that 
AIDS only struck gay white 
males or drug addicts, which 
gave him a false sense of secu-
rity, since he and no one he 
knew belonged to these high 
risk groups. Mr. Bramble was 
amazedtwhen he found out that 
AIDS is a major problem in 
minority groups and that stu-
dents here at LaGuardia have 
died of AIDS, while others are 
HIV positive. 
According to a pamphlet 
prepared by the AIDS commit-
tee at LaGuardia, "HIV (Hu-
man Immunodeficiency Virus) 
is the virus believed to cause 
AIDS ~Acquired Immune 
Deficiency Syndrome). AIDS is 
the gradual collapse of the 
immune system making the 
body vulnerable to infections 
that are not usually lethal but 
that become lethal in people 
whose immune systems are 
impaired. " 
LaGuardia has a health 
center on the premises with 
infonnation about AIDS avail-
able for anyone who cares to 
stop in , but Mr. Bramble found 
that not many people knew 
about it or stopped in. He 
decided that the student body 
should be educated about the 
disease and have some solid 
facts, so he went to the 
LaGuardia AIDS Education 
committee with a proposal for 
A wareness Week. 
" AIDS Awareness Week is a 
week in which anyone can find 
an accurate presentation of the 
essential facts of HIV infection 
and AIDS in our society," Mr. 
Bramble said in an open letter to 
the college community describ-
ing the event. 
Mr. Bramble feels that this is 
an opportunity to educate the 
whole college community about 
AIDS in a very open way and to 
learn from people with exten-
sive knowledge and experience 
in AIDS research and counsel-
ing. Students who stopped by 
were treated to free condoms 
See Rubber p12 
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DEAR ELENA, ADVICE 
FOR THE LOVELORN 
p....etters to Elena 
Dear Elena, 
Recently I have been seeing 
~ smart, sensitive, attractive 
guy. However, he confided in 
PIe that he's in a rehab for drug 
tmd alcohol abuse. For some 
eason, I told him on the phone 
pne night that I had just abused 
~ substance, but this was a lie. 
Now he won't have anything to 
Uo with me! Why did I con-
'. ~ciously sabotage this relation-
~hip? 
Signed, 
Clean and Sober (and 
~one) 
Pear Clean and Sober, 
It seems to me that you are a 
~ery smart young woman. You 
pbviously realize that by telling 
J'tim about your supposed sub-
~tance abuse, you were trying to 
~scontinue your relationship 
imd distance him. 
I think you have a fear of 
ntimacy. You realized, hey, 
've found a person that I could 
orm a meaningful relationship 
~th, and it scared you. A lot of 
fNomen complain that men are 
~d of intimacy and commit-
ment' but that street of fear is a 
wo way street. Becoming close 
o someone, really sharing the 
t;ontents of your soul, can be 
Ivery frightening. 
Another possible reason may 
be that you saw that your Prince 
~harming may not have been so 
t;harming, yet you didn't want to 
~dmit it to yourself. After all, 
Jle wasn't completely honest 
Iwith you from the beginning 
~nd honesty is the concrete 
oundation of any relationship, 
be it romantic or friendship. 
Rather than admit that your 
j.;hoice of a beau was less than 
berfect, you broke it off with 
him in such a way that it didn't 
t:;eem that you were breaking it 
bff. 
I I wish you the best of luck 
fIDd I hope you get over this 
foser. Women should never let 
'nen get the best of them, ever. 
lKeep your eyes open next time 
r
'O od have a good summer! 
Dear Elena, l I have a very serious problem! 
. 've been with my boyfriend for 
.. bout seven months. I've been 
~ery comfortable and stable 
r.vith him, though not deliriously 
J1appy. He's a bit boring, but I 
do love him anyway. Recently, 
I felt that he was beginning to 
take me, and my feelings, for 
granted. He felt he had me, so 
no effort was made to "ro-
mance" me any more. I ended 
up cheating on him and he 
found out and he left me. I'm 
consumed by guilt now. What 
should I do? 
Signed 
A Heavy Hearted Soul 
Dear Heavy Hearted Soul, 
First of all, stop feeling 
guilty! You did what you had to 
do to make yourself happy in a 
situation that was not making 
you happy. In life, you have to 
follow your bliss and sometimes 
that means having to let go of 
what is safe and comfortable in 
order to spread your wings and 
be free. 
If this man wasn't making 
you happy, which men seldom 
do, you had every right to make 
your own rainbows. Don't feel 
sorry over the loss of this oaf. 
There are better things out there 
in life and you deserve them. 
Good luck and have a good 
summer! 
POETRY 
POETRY CORNER 
The memory of my childhood 
Is filled with passionate wishes 
For answers to my dreams, yet 
As an adult 
I dare not dream 
Or wish 
Or even hope to change my 
reality with longing, yet. .. 
I caught myself wishing on a 
star in a navy sky 
For long warm kisses on a cool 
misty day. 
I've started to think 
That slow dancing to a 
saxophone's melancholy wail 
Might even suit me. 
I can even imagine 
Laying my head on your chest 
In a tangle of warm bedsheets 
And listening to the rhythm 
Of your heart. 
To see my reflection in your 
eyes 
And have your hands in my hair 
Your breath on my skin 
Your soul next to mine ... 
I've seen these things 
In some 3 am dreams, and 
I think I could find them 
Rapturous. 
by Elena Pearson 
ELENA'S GOODBYE! 
When I first came to 
LaGuardia in the Spring of 
1989, my main goal was to get 
a Business Management degree, 
land a retail managerial position 
and settle for ajob that didn't 
motivate or excite me, but rather 
gave me money in my pocket. I 
trudged through Accounting 
classes that I hated to work 
toward a goal that I didn't feel 
any passion for. 
By the Winter of 1990, I 
realized just how unhappy I was 
and I switched my major to 
Liberal Arts. I realized that my 
motivation should come from 
the desire to do what feels right 
and what made me happy, 
which in my case was writing, 
not accounting. 
I had the wonderful opportu-
nity to find not one, but two 
English Professors at LaGuardia 
that inspired me. The first was 
Margaret Johnson, who taught 
the Urban Study /Creative 
Writing course I signed up for. 
She made me work hard in her 
class, but I enjoyed it and in the 
end, it was worth it. I came out 
of her class knowing that I have 
talent, but 1 won;t get anywhere 
without tenacity. Thank you 
Margaret, for pushing me and 
helping me see the goals and 
motivation that were right there 
all along; I needed someone to 
show me. 
My big inspiration, the reason 
I ended up here at THE 
BRIDGE and was able to get to 
the point I am now, on the brink 
of graduating, came a few 
months later. I signed up for a 
Journalism course in order to 
expand my writing background, 
and I met Peter Rondinone. 
There were many times I didn't 
want to go back to his class 
because I felt he was making me 
work too hard, but I did go back 
and I did work hard and even-
tually, he recruited me for this 
paper. 'J.'hank you Peter, for 
telling me when my work was 
excellent, but also for telling 
me when it really wasn't. 
Thank you for being supportive, 
and caring and tough. I think 
you are the epitome of a won-
derful teacher. You are my role 
model. 
In my time at the college and 
on the newspaper, I've come to 
realize that life is too short to do 
things that don't inspire you. 
The world moves so fast, mak-
ing it all too easy to lose sight of 
your dreams. 
Usually in 30 columns, the 
writer goes on to say where they 
will be in 15 years, so I'll follow 
tradition and give my vision. I 
see myself writing, and possibly 
teaching. I see myself fighting 
for the equality of women (I 
know, kind of a passe cause) 
and I see myself inspiring 
students like the student I was 
when I came here. My daughter 
will be in high school by then 
and I see the two of us living in 
a big house in California, maybe 
with a few cats and my best 
friend. I don't see financial 
success in my future, but I do 
see fulfIllment and I think that's 
more important. 
I hope that some people 
reading this will realize that 
they too would like to write on 
this wonderful paper and seek 
personal satisfaction in life. I 
particularly hope that some 
women will come and join the 
paper, since it is so important 
for our voices to be heard and to 
be represented everywhere, on 
the campus and in the world. 
Goodbye, LaGuardia. I will 
miss it here very much. 
A POEM 
To reach.. .and 
Smell the flowers 
That for me ... 
Have lost their scent, 
I quiver ... 
In my 
Fantasy ... 
To hold them close again. 
They have gone ... 
Fromme 
So long ago ... 
But it seems, just yesterday, 
As 1. .. reached 
To inhale 
The innocence ... 
Their fragrance went away. 
by d. w. iannotti 
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, . ~ , . " . .. , 
earmng too or pro essors to Gay/Lesbian p2 get at the general issues which 
, exuality through our way of are inherent in certain classroom 
essing and acting? Homo- situations." 
xuals are entitled to act, dress, The workshop participants 
d feel a they desire without were then given case studies and 
thers reprimanding their way asked to think about such 
f being, thinking and feeling. factors as male-female roles in 
oar we to judge other the classroom (e.g. informality, 
cau e of their exual prefer- fonnality, different modes of 
nce? Homosexual are not teaching and learning, teacher 
uch different than heterosexu- behavior, student behavior, 
Is ex ept for whom they assignment flexibility, indi-
, hoo e t love. vidual participation, versus 
What angers me a great deal group participation, and the 
s the ignorance of people when nature of the professor's author-
t i in reference to homosexu- ity). 
s. I believe this is a reason The room was broken into 4 
hy homo exuals are targeted groups (15 people in each). 
or unjustifiable threats and Each group read the case studies 
buse. As for gay and Lesbian and background information on 
rofessors creating an associa- LaGuardia that was provided. 
. on at LaGuardia, I strongly Groups discussed the material, 
mmend their actions. Each and tried to create solutions to 
rofessor brought out points and " the questions posed at the end of 
ssues on how their association each study. One person from 
. aid and benefit others. I each group recorded the infor-
glad that homosexuals are mation, and presented it to the 
aIring a stand and developing rest of the workshop. The 
ups to aid each other. Ab- points were placed on black-
nce of knowledge creates fear boards and commonalities were 
d confusion in the minds of drawn together among the 
any. This is a step forward for reports. Some of the points 
ose who need to learn and are made were: 
illin to educate themselves. 
AAHE 4 
- Change(Diversify) style of em an e em WI 
roblems of adjustment ,and 
ntegration.'; 
elf instruction. 
Gao Jie, a visiting professor 
rom China, also offered his 
iews on cross cultural commu-
ication in the classroom. ' 
"Chmese students cover 
bout 10% of the total 
aGuardia popUlation," he said:-
'And certainly their perfor.; , 
ance in class is determined ' 
d influenced by many factors, 
uch ~ cultural differences·, 
anguage problems, psychologi.,. 
al obstacles, different expecta- ' 
. ons of teachers in classrooms, 
tc; therefore, it is beneficial for 
eachers to identify these prob-
ems and to try to find a strategy 
o integrate these students into 
riean classrooms." 
Samuel K. Amoako of the 
aGuardia Communications 
epartment said,'When learne ' 
o the U.S. I had some personal 
xperiences, cultural shock, and 
ause of this, I devoted 
yself to studying the cultural 
roblems facing immigrants in 
lew York City." 
LaGuardia's workshop also 
xamined intercultural miscom-
unications. According to 
erthe Neham of the English 
epartment, " These case 
tudies were created as a 
- Empower students to feel 
corilfort.ahle., 
- Make teaching methods ., , : 
clear. 
- Have instructors aware of 
, the different cultures of 
studentS . and how to adjust 
to teaching them. 
"-:- Faculty development week-
end to have the faculty 
become , .mo~e aware of 
students needs, and to speak 
to students ' ' , . more on a 
, personal basis. '., ' ", 
At the conference's end, , 
students were asked whafthey , 
liked best about theire~peri· " 
ence: 
''The Undergraduate Student 
Caucus exposed nie to a lot of 
programs to encourage more 
interracial interaction$, and stop 
bigotry; This meeting will open 
a lot of colleges to more ideas. 
TbeproSpects of change will be 
greater," said Paul Martini of 
Temple University. ' 
"The best speaker at the 
Conference," he added, "was 
Carlos E. Cortes, ' professor of 
history at the University of 
California, Riverside. He 
showed how movies can affect 
people's opinions on each 
other's backgt:Ounds, as well as 
elf own, an e erent c ps 
of films he used as examples." 
Cheri Condon and Anne 
Johnson, upperclassmen stu-
dents at the University of 
Maine, liked meeting other 
students with student concerns 
and thought the conference was 
very productive. 
Cheri Condon said," I loved 
Toni Morrison and how she 
discussed how students feel 
helpless and apathetic and how 
it is not their fault. " 
Anne Johnson also from 
University of Maine said, 
"lohnetta Cole was a powerful 
speaker, dynamic, and uplifting. 
Giving her history was interest-
ing to hear." 
Students asked to criticize 
the conference offered the 
following suggestions: 
Cheri Condon from the 
University of Maine said, "I 
would like to see more students 
at the Undergraduate Caucus, 
more interaction of students, 
and for AAHE to become more 
well known." 
Paul Martini, a student of 
Temple University would also 
like to see more students come. 
"More students are needed for 
ideas and participation in these 
activities. It would prove that 
students are more interested in 
what happens at their colleges." 
What he liked best about the 
Undergraduate Caucus was that 
many students were involved in 
campus activities to promote 
cultural pluralism, such as the 
discussion of cocurriculum in 
universities. He also felt that 
many students will be able to 
use the techniques developed at 
the conference when they return 
to their colleges. 
Anne Johnson, also from the 
University of Maine said, ''The 
conference settings need to be 
less formal, so students won't be 
intimidated by professors very 
easily." 
Other various student repre-
sentatives in the Undergraduate 
Caucus not mentioned previ-
ously included students from: 
St. John Fisher College, Temple 
University, University of Vir-
ginia, and American University. 
The faculty representing 
LaGuardia Community College 
at the National Conference 
were: Samuel Amoako; Com-
munications Department, Den-
nis L. Berry; Dean of Coopera-
tive Education, Robert Durfey; 
pirector of Counseling, Gail 
Green; English Department, 
George Hamada; Dean of 
•• ; , , r " ~ . ", ' ; '.:' .: 
ca emtc arrs, c 
Holmes; Director of Counsel-
ing-College Discovery, Gao Jie; 
Visiting professor from the 
people's republic of China, 
Suma Kurien; English Language 
Center, Ruth Lebovitz; Counsel-
ing-Day, Janet Lieberman; 
President's office, Frederick 
Low; Library, Berthe NehaIIl; 
English Depamnent, and John 
Stevenson; Mathematics Depart 
ment. 
"LEE" FROM P5 
And contrary to the belief of " 
some students, Peter, you shoul 
get paid. Actually, all editorial 
members of the Bridge should 
be paid. Hopefully, in the 
future, editors on the Bridge wi 
get some form of reimbursemen 
for what they contribute to this 
newspaper, and will be started 
soon. 
Sometimes, I think the student 
organizations do not trust the 
administration of this college, 
and vice-versa. H it is true, it 
should not be. The president of 
this college is not an evil man, 
nor is the president of Student 
Government. Both have been 
equally helpful to me, and 
accessible. 
As for my editors, they 
could have been a little more 
helpful around the Bridge. 
Many time they would not pick 
up or even check the mall that 
was brought to the school. 
Elena Pearson, and Alejandro 
Videla will be leaving 
LaGuardia within the following 
quarter, and Donald McDermott 
will be graduating by the end of 
the Fall 1991 quarter, or is it 
semester? 
I have met many people in 
this college and from other 
universities around the country. 
I would like to thank those 
who have been helpful and 
supportive to me and the 
Bridge; you know who you are. 
LaGuardia's future is bright. as 
well as it's students. I expect to 
hear more about it in the future. 
As for myself, I will continue 
my college education. I have 
been accepted to many colleges 
in the state of New York as well 
as the south. A degree in 
English will help me in my 
future career, possibly as a 
writer/publisher, lawyer, or 
professor. Good luck, and the 
best to LaGuardial 
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entenng It? i 
Reynolds p8 Chancellor Reynolds reJ 
~tudents of CUNY by raising plied, "No, each college wo~ld 
ad· I uition in an unbusinesslike Just or map out a progranJ1 for 
manner back in December? those students that are defiqient 
.. (Adam M ayerl4ter told the ........ in any academic area to en~\l,re 
~n(Jge that the decision to . theybave competent kt)9wledge·· 
ncrease tuition, made on of that particular subject mat-
'December 6th at 7 .. 45 A.M., was ter." I 
'rlnnounced to college presidents Another student asked, . 
'rlbout 2 P.M. thefollowing day, "Will Basic Skills classes be 
'which should have been a 72 hr. discontinued after the college 
rzotice (Sunshine laws). The preparatory program is started?" 
~oard of Trustees made the Again, Reynolds replied, 
~ecision, andforced it through "No, Basic Skill Classes will 
'when classes werefinishedfor remain, but the student's need of 
he fall or during finals. Stu- these remedial courses will 
~ents were unable to protest.} diminish because high school 
2. Why are you pushing for students entering our uni~ersity 
he college preparatory initiative will have a stronger profiCiency 
~hen less than 20 public high of that academia." . 
~chools have prepared for this Gloria Abasi, a nursing 
pr~gram that will defmitely end student, said, "A lot of t,e 
~~pPen admission policy at the'~ 1. cutbacks have stopped stpdents 
pt1University of New York? .... from entering the nursing 
Chancellor Reynolds re- program here at LaGuar~a 
~ponded, "I never lied to stu- because of overcrowding in 
~ents. If I did, I would not be in classes and there is a large 
he present position I am in waiting list. Why do other 
~'t:;}~ CUNY community colleges 
,~, 
<-And in the fall," she . (which are suffering from 
added, "we were under tremen- budget cuts too) have more 
jous pressure from the entire opportunities to get into nursing 
~egislature to implement a program courses than we do?" 
~ition increase." Reynolds explained, "We 
"On your second question," will push for more health ser-
~he continued, "the college vice courses on City University 
preparatory program is a move- campuses because there is a 
ment in the years ahead to work high demand for health related 
~ith the New York City public workers. On several campuses 
high schools to ensure that high that have nursing programs, the 
~chool students get the courses enrollments are higher in some 
hey need to be better prepared colleges than others. We will 
or four year institution try to decide what the enroll-
r-ourses." ments will be in each institution, 
She added that large num- and if some college enrollments 
pers of City University students should be bigger or smaller than 
'-. fr others." ~ome om high schools where 
hey did not have access to solid The representation of the 
~ollege preparatory courses or student body included students 
not enough more often. A from the Dominican Club, 
t;urriculum similar to that of Cooperative Education, Phase 2, 
tUNY's will be made for the Women's Center, Phi Theta 
New York City high schools, Kappa, the Radio organization 
Jind it will abolish courses such (WLGC), the Early Childhood 
~s home economics. Learning Center(ECLC), the 
"We are not going to just Bridge, Student Government, 
P1andate this, we will work with and other various student orga-
he public schools and our own ;:..:n~iz::;:a;!!ti~o!.!:ns;;:.. ___ ~ ___ _ 
graduates that teach in these Law p8 
public schools," Reynolds said. The Russians entered Budapest in 
Apparently, Reynolds January, 1945 and arrested 
~laimed, this will not affect Wallenberg. He has not been heard 
~tudents on CUNY campuses from since this time. 
presently, or high school stu- The King-Wallenberg Law 
~ents planning to attend within Society has given humanitarian 
he next four years. awards over the years to many 
Teruko Klein of Phi Theta persons. All recipients of this 
Kappa asked, "If high school award are guest speakers at the 
dropouts wish to attend a City quarterly luncheons. Our 
~niversity college, will these guests, over the years, have 
requirements restrict them from included NYC Consumer 
Affarrs CommISSIoner Mark 
Green and his predecessor, 
Angelo Aponte. Congressmen 
Thomas Manton and Floyd 
Flake, NY Supreme Court 
Justice William Friedman, Chief 
AssIstant District Att6mey 
Joshua Sussman haveaH made 
meaningful presentations at the 
college. It should be noted that 
Mr. Sussman and Bert Weinert, 
a consumer representative of the 
Attorney General visit us on a 
regular basis. 
The officers of the King-
Wallenberg Law Society are 
Elvira Chanlatle, President; 
Feroz Khan, Vice President; 
Krystyna Kosskowska, Secre-
tary; Devon Vincent, SAC 
Representative; and Alejandro 
Videla, SAC Rep. Alternative. 
It should be also noted that Peter 
Stafford served as president for 
three quarters and is now work~ 
ing with the club through the 
Students Activities Committee. 
During the past winter quarter, 
the officers of the Club were 
Donna Biscette President; Serpil 
Yildiz, Vice President; and 
Margarita Salome, SAC Repre-
sentative. The King-Wallenberg 
Law Society had its 17th An-
nual Spring Luncheon on May 
22, 1991. The guests included 
Joshua Sussman and Bert 
Weinert. King-Wallenberg Law 
Society hopes that its work for 
the consumer and its ideals of 
understanding and respect for all 
humankind will continue for 
many years. 
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Rubber p9 
and pamphlets describing the 
disease and ways of preventing 
it and there were special book-
lets dealing with women. and 
AIDS and the. risks topiegmint I 
women and their unborn chil-
dren. A jazz band wailed in the 
background of the main lobby 
and a free lunch of sandwiches , 
cookies, chips and punch was 
served. Students were invited tc 
make contributions to the AIDS 
charities. All in all, it was a 
very pleasant, nineties type of 
approach to a deadly, 
dehabilitating problem for our 
generation. 
ANSWERS TO 
SPORTS TRIVIA 
1. Yogi Berra and Bill Die~ey 
2. Milwaukee Bues ' 
3. Kareem Abdul Jabar ! 
4. Jersey Joe Walcott I 
5. George Foreman 
6. Isiah Thomas (84 and 89) 
7. Nolan Ryan (44) 
8. Jeff Torborg, Tom Egan, Ellie 
Rodriguez, Art Kusnyer,Alan 
Ashby, John Riissell and Mike 
Stanley. 
9. Bobby Hull 
10. Lou Brock (938) 
IN MEMORY 
OF 
DAN EHRLICH 
A Tragic Incident Claims the 
Life of a LaGuardia Professor 
Dr. Dan Ehrlich of the 
Computer Information Systems 
Department, was killed while 
walking across Van Dam Street 
near the Marie LaGuardia 
Building. It was reponed that 
he was struck by a van as it 
went out of control trying to 
avoid hitting a car that had 
stopped for the traffic light. 
Dr. Ehrlich was one of the 
founding members of 
LaGuardia Community College. 
His duties included over the 
years: Chair of the Social 
Science Division, professor in 
the Social Science Department 
and Computer Information 
Systems, as well as Director of 
Institutional Research. 
He will be dearly missed. 
-_ .... 
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The 
Men 
Test Your Potential for Getting Ahead. 
The following test is based on the probability of making the best first impression on the greatest 
number of people in business and professional situations. To take the test, simply circle the number 
oPPOsite the entry that best describes you. Then, total up your score according to the directions 
below, and gauge your Image Index. 
SHIRTS SOCKS 
1. Long-sleeved. all-cotton, 1. Mid or over-the-calf, brown, 
white, striped or pastel. navy or black. 
2. Button-down oxford, any 2. Mid or over-the-calf, 
color. textured or patterned. 
3. Short-sleeved, or anything 3. Ankle length, dress or casual. 
that is wash and wear. FACE 
TIES 1. Always clean-shaven. 
1. All silk with a subtle pattern 2. Have a well-groomed 
or stripe. mustache or beard. 
2. Knit ties. 3. Not always clean-shaven. 
3. Clip-ons. HAIR 
SUITS 1. Regularly cut in a 
1. Traditional single-breasted, conservative style. 
navy or grey pinstriped, 2. Sometimes need a haircut. 
expertly tailored and well- 3. Always worn in the latest 
pressed. avant-garde style. 
2. Designer double-breasted, NAILS 
with bold patterns or 1. Groom at least once a week. 
weave, molded to body. 2. Clip and clean nails 
3. Prefer sports Jacket and occasionally. 
slacks. 3. Bite regular1y. 
SHOES 
JEWElRY 
1. Classic style watch, leather or 
metal band. 
2. Wear a sporty watch. 
3. Don't usually wear a watch. 
HANDSHAKE 
1. Rrm with both men and women. 
2. Rrm with men and limp with 
women. 
3. Squeeze hard to show 
superiority. 
EYE CONTACT 
1. Make frequent eye contact. 
2. Not comfortable looking at 
someone often. 
3. Normally look around the room 
or at feet. 
POSTURE 
1. Usually stand and sit erectly. 
2. Don't pay much attention. 
3. Tend to slouch. 
1. Classic dress shoes that 
tie , always freshly shined. 
2. Usually casual , rarely 
shined. 
How to Score Your Image Index: Give yourself 6 points for every #1 
answer, 3 points for every #2 answer and 0 points for every #3 answer. 
If your total score is: 
3. Don't think about shining 
shoes. 
The Im~ Index was developed In 
conjunction with Kaufman Professional 
Image Consultants of Philadelphia. 
~ 1988. KIWI Brands USA 
All Rights Reserved. 
54-72 Congratulations, you're on your way. 
36-53 ' You're on the right track, but have some work to do. 
18-35. Careful , you may be sabotaging your chances of getting 
ahead. There's still hope, though. 
0-17. YichOU've gotfa rea
k
! probleoodm. Wifi tht<?ut imrnediate ~rt'on'lyo~rl 
ances 0 ma Ing a g rs Impression are VI ua Iy nI . 
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Where should At America's ftrst universityk adults. you finish At The New School, you study with a 
faculty that's unsurpassed. And your B.A.? you create an individualized Thr 
B.A. for 
Edu('at(ld 
Adults 
tudy program from rrwre Wi end classes m.are evening 
1 ,1n1J'fe peciall ctures. We pioneered uni ersity 
educati n for adults and we offer you the greatest possible lati-
tud in completing your degree. We respect both your educational 
experience and y ur goals. Learn everything u need to know. m 
to an Open House n 
M nda¥, M1w 13. 
------------1 
o PI ~ ap\aceat I 
all or return the 
coupon. Call to11-
free for afreeMM 
&iIlXifNmmer 
BuJJetin: 
800-544-1978, 
Extension 68. 
M", 13. 6 pm Open II I 
o Please d me more infonnation I 
abMTheNew I Bachelor of AI1& I 
Namel_ ____ I 
AdIho&'---_____ 1 
CI:Q' __ ~S/JwI(IIIII_JJ/lZlp __ I 
68 1 _~ us~212-741-563~J 
,'1~~ Bachelor of Arts ~-* ~I W 12 • .Y .• N.Y. 1 11 
SHOW BUSINESS 
U·P · D·A·T·E 
24-HOUR HOT LINE SERVICE 
WEEKLY MODELS MODELING NEEDED INFORMATION 
MALE 
MEDIA ARTS FEMALE 
BROADCAST 
VIDEO ALL 
TV PRODUCTION AGES 
RADIO SIZES RECORDING & PHOTOGRAPHY LOOKS 
Fr •• modeling / talent evaluation 
with a modeling management consultant. 
GOVERNMENT GRANTS I PROGRAMS AVAILABLE 
DIAL: 1-900-98-UPDATE 
(TOUCH TONE PHONE ONLY) 8 7 3 2 8 3 
S 2.00 PER MINUTE 
' .: . ... 
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VOLUNTEERING 
Recent College Grads Reap 
Rich Experience as VISTA Volunteers 
By Palricia AB. Rodgas 
Direcror of VJST A 
(NU) - In Sedalia, Mo., mem-
bers 'of VOlunteers In Service To 
America (VISTA) are bel' dis-
abled men and women live ~­
cScntly. On tile Tule River Indian 
Reservation in Portuville, Calif., they 
areworldng to esaablish agroupbome 
for troubled and homeless· young 
people. And in Tennessee, VISTA 
volunteers are visitinl prisons, facro-
ries and housing projeCts, emoUing 
people of aU ages in literacy pr0-
grams. 
More than 3.300 VISTA volun-
teers are serving in low-income com-
munities across America, and, in-
creasinSly, recent oollege graduares 
are joirung their ranks. By serving in 
VISTA. tfiey know the deep IIIisfac. 
lion of mating a difference where 
needs are great and problems may 
aeem overwhelming. 
For recent griduates, VISTA 
service offen special challenges and 
~e.x~-expericncewbicb, 
in tem\s of career development. is 
bard to match. As they mobilize com-
munities to build resources and solve 
problems, VISTAwiurueersassume 
a degree of teSpODSibility that few 
entry-level positiOll' offer. They 
IDInIge orpnizations, ovence sub-
Slll'llial budgecs, deve~ new pr0-
grams, work: with local Officials and 
community leaders and conduct vol-
unlea' recruibllenl drives. 
VISTA service also benefw 
some graduates by all~ them 10 
defer Student IoaI1s or have PerIcins 
Loans JW:U'lial1 canceled. 
In this yJ..'s State of the Union 
!DCSSIIe. President Bush said, "We 
bave within our reacb the promise of 
a renewed America •.. we can find 
meaning by serv!ng some purpose 
bigher Chari ourselves. .. VISTA ·vol-
unteers serve that bighu nl1",n_. 
The· .... m .. -..... . !~der If ... U&Uf6I-to pve, to lIIJUUI 
great responsibilitieS, can help make 
a new America. Their volunlea' ser-
viceexempl.ifies a spirit Ibat can give 
former VISTA VOlunltJel'l. .. edIe in 
empJoycn' eyes. 1 UIP aIll1Udents 
to consider VISTA service after 
gnctUIbon and CXDerience what it 
me.s 10 really DUb life beaet for 
ochers. 
Any cidzeo 18 yea of IP or 
older may serve foB-time for It least 
ODe ~, wilb VISTA. WiiiCb is part 
of ACI10N, the fedeIal domestic 
voIunte« agency. Formoreinfuma-
tioa about how to IJ'PiY. COOaKt .. 
ACI10N ~ m your 1IaIe, or 
call1-s00::4 -8867. 
Thketbelawinto Your own hands. 
If you're a man about to tum 
1 • th law says you've got to 
gist r with lectiv Servi . 
tak five minutes fill out 
this simpl card at the post om 
SPORTS 
· The New York Yankees retired 
number 8 twice. For what two 
layers? 
· For what NBA team did Lew 
cooda begin his career? 
· What Lakers star did Lew Alcindor 
become? 
· Who is the oldest man to hold the 
vyweight title in boxing? 
· Who is the oldest man to fight for 
heavyweight title? 
· Who is the only man to win the 
. . 
" t.. , ' 
RIVIA 
NBA aU-star M.V.P. award twice in 
the 1980's? 
7. Who is tile oldest pitcher to bave a 
no-biuer7 
8. Nolan Ryan bas seven career no-
bittel'S, name 3 of bis cau:bers? 
9. Wbat bockey great was called "The 
Golden Jet"? 
10. Rickey Henderson holds the aU-
time stolen base record. Who held it 
before him? What was the record that 
be beat? Answers on Page 12 
' ,,, . ···.1 .•. : , " 
TAKEOVER 
FROMP3 
that a lot was accomplished ... 
students were able to make the 
members of administration and 
other students know what was 
going on in terms of tuition 
increases .. . it was advertising." 
Mr. Bramble feels that this 
advertising of the CUNY 
student's plight will help by 
spurring others in the college 
community to take action. 
Another accomplishment 
Mr. Bramble and the student 
protesters cite is the excellent 
opponunity the students had to 
place their demands in front of 
administration and begin to 
negotiate them. Mr. Bramble is 
confident that a good number of 
these negotiations will be met in 
the end 
As of this writing, the sus-
pensions against the students 
have been lifted, though many 
of the students involved, those 
that were suspended and those 
that weren'~ feel that justice 
was not served. Students feeJ 
that due process wasn't given 
and some feel that the students' 
right to peaceful protest was 
violated by the suspensions. 
The decision to suspend 
students involved in the take-
over was left to each individual 
college president. Some col-
leges, such as City College, 
have chosen to give amnesty to 
the protesters, although 
LaGuardia is not one of these 
colleges. 
"Our job now is to make sure 
that whatever happened at City 
College is given to the students 
here at LaGuardia because they 
are being charged with 
$100,000 wotth of damage and 
they are being scheduled for 
hearings," said Ms. Hernandez. 
echoing her position of student 
suppon from the beginning, yet 
not everyone at LaGuardia 
shares her sentiments about 
what should be done. 
"According to the student's 
Congratulations 
Katy! 
Mommy 
Loves 
You ~ 
12\ 
handbook, students can be 
suspended ... if they want to 
appeal that suspension, then 
they will have to go before the 
Student Faculty Review Board," 
President Bowen said on April 
25, the day before the end of the 
takeover and also the day 
suspension notices were sent to 
the homes of students known to 
be inside the building. 
The flrst student uspension 
hearing took place on Friday 
May 31 and another will take 
place on Friday June 7. 
According to a telephone 
interview with Student Govern-
ment members Luis Lopez and 
Louis Napolitano, there was no 
conclusion reached at the May 
31 hearing, although the 
student's outlook about the final 
outcome is a positive one. 
During the hearing, students 
from City College testified on 
behalf of LaGuardia students on 
the matter of damages done to . 
the building. The City College 
students claimed that he dam-
ages done to LaGuardia are . 
within the same range as dam-
ages done to other colleges 
during the takeover, yet other 
colleges are not punishing their 
students as severely. 
According to Mr. Lopez, 
Dean William Hamilton is 
charging the students with being . ~ 
in violation of the Henderson . 
rules { CUNY rules which ... 
prohibit students from halting 
administration activities and 
seizing buildings} Student 
Government charges that Dean 
Hamilton is in violation of a 
LaGuardia bylaw by keeping 
Student Government suspended 
for longer than the 7 day maxi-
mum for a suspension before a 
student hearing. 
"Their attorney and I headed 
this agreement that when the 
hearings started, the suspensions 
should be lifted. In my review 
of the bylaws. I tend to agree 
with that and I am lifting the 
suspensions today," Dean 
Hamilton said the day after the 
rust hearing in answer to 
charges that he is violating the 
student's rights. He went on to 
explain why the suspension of 
Student Government lasted 
longer than seven days. 
''Their attorney kept postpon 
ing the hearings which meant 
that the students were suspende 
until that time," he said. 
As of now. the suspension 0 
Student Government has been 
lifted as the student ~earings 
continue. 
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Special Bridge Report: 
A Revealing Interview with New York 
JETS Sports Doctor Elliot Hershman 
By Donald McDermott 
The sign on his door at the 
Nickolas Institute of Lenox Hill 
hospital simply reads, Elliot 
Hershman, M.D. Orthopedic 
Surgery. Elliot Hershman, 
however, is not just your every-
~ay physician. Aside from 
being a highly respected physi-
more serious injuries such as a 
broken neck and a ruptured 
lung. While he handles the 
muscle pulls, knee injuries and 
tom cartilage, the internist is 
responsible for problems such as 
heat stroke and blood pressure. 
In addition to having field 
doctors preset during the games, 
there are more precautions taken 
to ensure the players safety. An 
ambulance is always at the field 
and a nearby hospital is notified 
of the game in case of an emer-
gency. Each stadium is also 
equipped with an x-ray facility. 
athletes, and all athletic inju-
ries." 
Sports medicine, like any 
other field is not without its 
embarrassing moments. Dr. 
Hershman remembers an in-
stance during a game, former Jet 
great Joe Klecko was injured. 
Upon examining him on the 
field, a medical staff member 
felt a crack along his shin bone. 
Klecko, amid the cheers and 
shouts of the crowd, was taken 
off the field. The stadium was 
hushed, awaiting the prognosis 
of a favorite player. Minutes 
Tater It was announced that 
Klecko had broken his leg! 
In the locker room however, 
upon further examination found 
that the shin guard, not the bone 
had been cracked. To the 
surprise of both teams, Klecko 
came back to play in the games' 
second half. 
According to Dr. Hershman 
"Sports are an important part of 
many people's lives, whether 
they're professional athletes, 
playing in a softball league or 
simply jogging for exercise." 
Dr. Hershman sees to it -
whether you're quarterback Ken 
O'Brien or a neighborhood 
stickball star - you'll be back 
in the game, healthy and ready 
to go. 
ian at Lenox Hill, he is also 
bne of the medical staff mem-
bers of the New York Jets. Eliot 
fershman was raised in Brook-
yn and Long Island after com-
ng to New York at a young age 
rom North Carolina. Looking 
or a school with a strong 
Dr. Hershman explains that 
one of the advantages of being 
in sports medicine is that you 
can see the injury happening, 
rather than having it explained 
to you by someone. This often 
gives the doctor a better view of 
how to treat the injury. 
The Magnificent Seventh 
medical program, he attended 
~olIege at the University of 
Rochester and continued there 
hrough medical school. Upon 
graduation, he decided to spe-
~ialize in Orthopedic surgery, 
ater spending time at Harvard 
~nd The Cleveland Clinic before 
etuming to New York and 
Lenox Hill. According to Dr. 
Hershman, moving around 
wasn't much of a problem; he 
bescribes it as a good learning 
txperience. He had been intro-
Uuced to his specialty of Ortho-
bedic surgery while still in 
h1cdical school. 
I "Improving the quality of 
people's lives is attractive." He 
~xplains. 
A short time after starting at 
J.-.enox Hill, he was introduced 
o the Jets organization by Dr. 
~ames Nickolas, who has spent 
most of his twenty-five year 
I:areer with the Jets, and for 
r..vhom the Nickolas Institute was 
harned. During football season, 
br. Hershman spends one day a 
r,veek at the Jets training camp at 
Rofstra University going over 
he injuries in preparation for 
he games on Sunday. Dr. 
Hershman, along with an inter-
nist and the trainers, whom he 
describes as the "nuts and bolts" 
bf the organization, are one the 
~idelines of both home and 
~way games. During his five 
~ear stay with the Jets thus far, 
njuries have ranged from the 
basic "strains and sprains" to 
There is another advantage to 
working directly with athletes. 
According to Dr. Hershman, 
"Athletes are very motivated 
people who want to get back out 
and play right away." They 
tend to take their injuries more 
seriously and follow doctors 
orders to recover quickly. A 
problem that can often arise 
from this however, is determin-
ing whether or not as player is 
healthy enough to play. 
He often makes his decisions 
based on the optimism of the 
individual player. 
"There is a different rate of how 
fast the body will heal in differ-
ent players. If both doctor and 
player feel he will heal faster, he 
will be able to play sooner. 
However, another doctor may 
feel it best to have the player 
wait longer to prevent reinjury." 
In the off-season, Dr. 
Hershman is in his sixth year as 
chief resident in the department 
of Orthopedic surgery, where he 
treats athletic injuries. Working 
with professional athletes is just 
a small part of his responsibility. 
90% of his time is spent treating 
average athletic injuries -
seeing patients from junior high 
school to college to the pros. 
According to Dr. Hershman, 
"Sports medicine is for all 
By Donald McDermott 
On the afternoon of May 1, 
Rickey Henderson would steal 
third base in the fourth inning of 
the A's 7-4 win over the Yan-
kees to become the all-time 
stolen base leader. Little did 
Henderson know however, that 
some six hours later, his 939 
stolen bases would be forgotten 
when, in front of more than 
33,000 fans in Arlington Texas, 
Nolan Ryan would credit him-
self with his seventh career no-
hitter. Henderson should, by 
now, be used to suffering the 
curse of Nolan Ryan, being his 
5,OOOth career strikeout andwas 
one of the ninth inning 
groundout victims in Ryan's 
sixth no-hitter last June. 
Ryan, feeling he needed the 
work, came off four days rest 
after throwing a season high 131 
pitches in a loss to Cleveland to 
pitch against the Toronto Blue 
Jays. The Jays entered the game 
with an American league lead-
ing .276 team batting average. 
Aside from a bad back and a 
bothered right heel, Ryan went 
on to pitch what has been 
desribed as the most dominating 
game of his career, striking out 
sixteeen, walking just two and at 
one point retiring eighteen in a 
row. The games final out came 
on a 96 mile per hour fastball to 
Roberto Alomar. Alomar had 
been just five years old when his 
father Sandy had played second 
base behind Ryan when he 
pitched his first no-hitter nearly 
two decades ago in California. 
At the age of forty four, 
breaking records seems to come 
naturally for Ryan, holding the 
all-time record for strikeouts 
with 5,361 and is the oldest 
pitcher, and second oldest, to 
pitch a no-hitter at the ages of 
43 and 44. Hall of Fame pitcher 
Cy Young is a distant third at 
the age of 41. In fact. Ryan has 
more no hitters than all of 
todays active pitchers combined 
who total just six, and has more 
than any two hall of famers 
combined. Aside from having 
seven no-hitters in his illustrious 
career, Ryan also has twelve 
one-hitters, five of witch were 
no-hitters that had been broken 
in the ninth inning and is seven-
teenth on the all time win list 
with 305. 
Now, with as many no-hitter~ 
as there are seas, wonders of the 
world, deadly sins and days of 
the week, future hall of farner 
Nolan Ryan continues to be an 
inspiration to us all after more 
than two decades of pitching in 
the major leagues. 
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